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THE ELEPHANT’S GIRL  
By Celesta Rimington 
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Before-Reading Activities: 

 

1. Look at the cover. What do you think this book will be about? Why? 
 

2. What do you notice on the cover? What do the things you notice mean to you? 
 

3. Read the back cover. What interests you about this book? 
 

4. Go to the table of contents. What chapter sparks your interest? 
 

5. Read the first page of Chapter 1. What point of view did the author use and how can you 
tell? Point to the part that gives it away. Why would the author choose to write with that 
point of view? 

 

During-Reading Activities: 

 

Chapter 2 

1. Vocabulary words to know: locomotive (pg 3), boiler (pg 3), psychology (pg 4) 
2. Pg 4, paragraph 3: How is Roger feeling?  How do you know? 

 

Chapter 3 

1. It is apparent that Lexington Willow knows a lot about elephants. Find evidence that she 
knows a lot about elephants in Chapters 1-3. 

2. How do you think she gained her knowledge? 

 

Chapter 5  

1. Pg 18, paragraph 6: Have you ever quickly agreed to do something just to please 
someone like Lex did with Mrs. Leigh? 

2. Pg 18, paragraph 8: What does this simile mean? Why would the author use it? 
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Chapter 6 

1. Pg 19, paragraph 2: Can you find a metaphor? What does this metaphor mean? 

 

Chapter 7  

1. Vocabulary words: compliant (pg 23), debris (pg 26), trundles (pg 32) 
2. Pg 29: What do Nyah and Lex have in common?  How are they different? 
3. Why do you think Nyah can communicate with Lex? 
4. Why would Lex be afraid to tell Thomas or Fisher about the images Nyah is sending? 

 

Chapter 9 

1. Vocabulary word: orangutans (pg 42) 
2. Pg 40, paragraph 6: Why didn’t Fisher mention this earlier? 
3. Go back into the text and find ways the author has led you to believe Lex doesn’t want 

Fisher to be gone for the summer. 

 

Chapter 11 

1. Pg 50, paragraph 5: What does Lex think of the wind?  Why? 
2. Pg 52: What does “set a spell” mean? 

 

Chapter 12 

1. Vocabulary words: gumption (pg 55), cicadas (pg 59) 
2. Do you think Miss Amanda is a ghost?  Why or why not? 
3. What makes Lex trust Miss Amanda? 

 

Chapter 13  

1. Pg 62, paragraph 2: What do you picture when you read “sharp breath”? How is Lex 
feeling? 

2. Pg 62, paragraph 4: Why does the author compare sweet and sour? 
3. If you were Lex, what would you be thinking? 
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Chapter 14 

1. Pg 69, paragraph 5: Why did the author give all this detail? 
2. It doesn’t take too much convincing for Fisher to believe Lex.  Why do you think that is? 

 

Chapter 15 

1. Pg 79, paragraph 2: What does “valuable real estate” mean? How do you know? What 
context clues or what inferences did you make? 

2. How do you think they will go about getting this treasure? 
3. Why was Mrs. Leigh relieved to find them? 

 

Chapter 16 

1. Vocabulary words: khaki (pg 86), radiant (pg 88) 
2. Pg 84, paragraph 2: Why does the author include this information? How does it help us 

know Frank? 
3. Pg 91, last paragraph: How does this make Lex feel? How do you know? 
4. What are your predictions for the next chapter? What leads you to that idea? 

 

Chapter 17 

1. Fisher has given Lex some new information. Will this affect Lex’s decisions about visiting 
the ghost? 

2. Tell about the table in the room. 

 

Chapter 18 

1. Vocabulary words: suspicious (pg 104), biodegradable (pg 105), Aleuts (pg 108)  
2. What context clues could you use for these words? (example, synonym, antonym, 

definition, inference) 
3. Pg 105, paragraph 3: Why do they want to keep them happy? 
4. Pg 107, paragraph 7: Is the wind a friend? 
5. Do you think Lex and Fisher regularly did things they shouldn’t in the past? Why or why 

not? 
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Chapter 19 

1. Vocabulary words: ammonia (pg 111), sealant (pg 112) 
2. Why can’t they use the door they came in? Find evidence. 

 

Chapter 20 

1. Vocabulary word: alibi (pg 121) 
2. Pg 117: Locate a simile. 
3. What do you think Mr. Bixly will do? 
4. If Fisher and Lex told their parents they were going to the gift shop, how will their parents 

not figure out what happened with the gift shop alarm? What would you have told your 
parents? 

 

Chapter 21 

1. Pg 126, paragraph 5: Why would wearing high heels be unusual? 
2. What do you think this ticket means? 
3. Do you think Roger knew the ghost before? Can you find evidence? 

 

Chapter 22 

1. Vocabulary: pleading look (pg 131) What does this mean? 
2. Pg 134: Why does the text look different here? 
3. Pg 135, paragraph 8: Why does the author add this? 
4. Does the wind seem to be a friend or not? 
5. Pg 138, paragraph 4: Do you think this is a good punishment for breaking into the shop? 

Why or why not? 
6. What are some of Roger’s character traits? 

 

Chapter 23 

1. Pg 149: Was this letter sent?  How do you know?  Why are the lines crossed out? 
2. Pg 151, paragraph 4: “My skin prickles.”  What does that mean and why would her skin 

“prickle”? 
3. Pg 152: Why do you think Isabel is so nice to Lex? 
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Chapter 24 

1. Vocabulary word: eccentric (pg 155) 
2. Pg 159, paragraph 6: What would make her feel so nervous?  Have you felt like Lex 

before? 
3. Pg 160, paragraph 6: Why does Lex assume the girls are giggling at them? 
4. Pg 163: So far, who has seen the ghost? 

 

Chapter 25 

1. Why did the author title this chapter “Sinking Canoe”? 
2. Why does Lex compare herself to Karana? 
3. What might happen if Lex goes home early? 

 

Chapter 27 

1. Vocabulary words: awning (pg 182), intriguing (pg 183), antique (pg 185), skedaddle (pg 
193) 

2. Pg 189, last paragraph: What does “taste bad in her mouth” mean? 
3. What do you think...lost or stolen? 

 

Chapter 28 

1. Vocabulary word: veer (pg 195) 
2. What do you think Fisher will say to Lex? 

 

Chapter 29 

1. What is happening in Lex and Fisher’s relationship? 
2. What do you think will happen next? 
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WRITING PROMPT :  WHAT HAPPENS BETWEEN FRIENDS  
 

Note: This writing activity can be done after reading to the end of Chapter 29 or after reading the 
entire story of The Elephant’s Girl. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.3, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.3, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.3 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.6, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.6, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.6 

Lexington and Fisher are best friends in The Elephant’s Girl. They both live in the zoo, and they 
have many things in common. However, you don’t have to be exactly the same or share all the same 
ideas to be good friends. Lexington and Fisher have differences, too. Fisher prefers to attend public 
school while Lexington prefers homeschool inside the zoo. Another difference is that Fisher enjoys 
playing baseball and often leaves the zoo to do that while Lex stays in the zoo and helps Roger on 
the zoo train. 

In Chapter 24 of The Elephant’s Girl, Fisher invites Lexington to come with him to his baseball game. 
Lex rarely leaves the zoo, but she wants to support her friend and hopes they can discuss the 
mystery of the lost treasure on the bus ride. After you’ve read all the way through Chapter 29, and 
you see Fisher’s reaction when Lexington explains why she left the baseball game, try writing the 
scene at the baseball game from Fisher’s perspective.  

 

Here are some ideas to think about:  
 

How was the baseball game different for Fisher than it was for Lex?  

What does Fisher think about on the field and who are his other friends?  

Does he notice Lex in the stands with the girls from school?  

How does Fisher react when he can’t find Lex after the game? 
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Make sure to:  
 

✅ Introduce the characters and the setting. (Remember, this is in Fisher’s perspective 
and the setting is the baseball field and the game.) 

✅ Use dialogue and description. This makes it more interesting to read. 

✅ Use transition words to help the sequence of events make sense. 

✅ Use sensory details. 

✅ End with a conclusion. Your ending should make sense from the events in the scene. 

✅ Revise your story with feedback from a teacher or trusted friend. Writers revise! You 
could try collaborating (working together on your scene) with a peer in a program like Google 
Docs. Ask for help with this from a trusted adult. 

✅ Share your finished story. If you’d like, you may even share it with the author of The 
Elephant’s Girl through the contact form or email here: https://celestarimington.com/contact-me/. 

 

 

 

Chapter 30 

1. Vocabulary words: natural habitat (pg 206), simultaneously (pg 207), simulated (pg 209), 
eucalyptus (pg 210) 

2. Gaur (pg 216): What strategy could you use to understand this word? 
3. What is Mr. Bixly afraid of? 
4. How does Mr. Bixly feel about Lex? Find text evidence. 

 

Chapter 31 

1. If Lex keeps going this way, do you think she may get kicked out of the zoo?  Why or 
why not? 
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Chapter 32 

1. What is going through Lex’s mind? 
2. Why would Mrs. Leigh be concerned for Lex? 
3. Why won’t Lex tell Mrs. Leigh what she knows about the ghost? 

 

Chapter 33 

1. Vocabulary words: stifling (pg 240), cicadas (pg 244) 
2. Draw a picture of what you are visualizing. 
3. The author uses a lot of description in this chapter. Find some and tell why she used it 

there. 

 

Chapter 34 

1. Vocabulary words: fat koi (pg 250), minnows (pg 250) 
2. Pg 252, top of page: What does this say about Lex? 
3. Pg 254, second to last paragraph: What does this say about Fisher? 

 

Chapter 35 

1. Vocabulary word: exhilaration (pg 265) 
2. Pg 267, last paragraph: Why might Lex almost cry? 
3. Make a prediction. What will happen next? 

 

Chapter 36 

1. Vocabulary word: deter (pg 278) 
2. Pg 286, second to last paragraph: What does this paragraph mean? 
3. What was flying through the air and going to hit them? 
4. What did Miss Amanda need to do to free her misplaced spirit? 

 

Chapter 37 

1. The box still hasn’t been opened. What do you think is inside? 
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Chapter 39 

1. Vocabulary word: subtle (pg 310) 
2. Pg 314: Is the wind a friend? Throughout the book, this question has been 

asked. Discuss or write about Lex’s relationship with the wind. 

 

After-Reading Activities: 

 

1. Which character was your favorite?  Why? 

 

2. What genre would this book fit into? 

 

3. What questions would you ask the author? 

 

4. How would the story be different if it wasn’t from Lexington Willow’s point of view? 

 

5. What are some themes we could pull out of this book? 

 

6. Retell the most important parts of the book in order. 

 

7. Look at the cover. What can you learn from the cover? 

 

8. Did Lex change throughout the book? If yes, how? 

 

9. Which character can you most relate to? Why? 
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10. Were the characters in the book believable? What did the author do to make that 
happen? 

 

11. All good readers have questions as they read. What questions do you still have? 

 

 

 

WRITING ACTIVITY :  WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?   
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.1, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.1 

 

In The Elephant’s Girl, Lex discovers interesting things about Nyah the elephant’s past. She learns 
Nyah didn’t always live in the zoo, but she never lived in the wild. Nyah has always been kept in 
captivity. Lex also learns that Nyah developed a rocking behavior from being confined in spaces too 
small for her while she was in the circus. 

Celesta Rimington, the author of The Elephant’s Girl, created a virtual field trip of the Lexington Zoo 
where you can learn more about elephants and the things Lex learns in the book. On “The Elephant 
Barn” page, the third slide found here: Virtual Visit of The Lexington Zoo (or at 
https://celestarimington.com/author-visits-teacher-materials/) you will find links to more elephant 
information and videos. 

After you’ve spent some time exploring the links on “The Elephant Barn” slide, consider what you’ve 
learned about elephants. Did you learn about elephant communication, behavior, or the challenges 
elephants face? Did you learn something about elephant conservation, zoos, and sanctuaries? 

 

If you’re doing 4th or 5th grade work:  
 

Write an opinion piece about elephants. Choose a specific aspect about elephants. An example 
could be whether or not you think elephants can truly understand each other across long distances 
or whether or not you think elephants should be kept in zoos. Be sure to support your point of view 
with clear information from your research and with your reasons. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ytt1nqbcLJBqXEQLlggq17qG5pcuj4SvZZpjO6UFags/present?slide=id.g8d2797cd3a_0_53
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If you’re doing 6th grade work:  

 

Write a clear argument for something you believe regarding elephants. Make a claim and support it 
with specific reasons and evidence from your research. Be sure your sources are credible 
(trustworthy). For example, did you get your evidence from scientists who study elephants, and can 
you find recent research? Complete your argument with a conclusion that logically follows from the 
evidence and reasons you presented. 

 

No matter what your grade level is, be sure to:  
 

✅ Use clear examples and reasons. 

✅ Use information from sources you can trust. 

✅ Write everything in your own words. Read and learn from what other people have written, but if 
you use their words, you must use quotations and give credit to the source. 

✅ Get feedback on your work from a teacher, parent, or trusted friend. 
 
✅ Revise to make improvements. Writers always do more than one draft, so it’s okay to make 
changes and work on it more. Be patient with yourself and remember that authors have to do this, 
too! 

✅ Share your final and polished draft with a teacher, parent, or trusted friend. 

 

  


